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ABDUL GHANI SAMEEN 

THE ROLE OF THE PUNJAB 

IN THE REVOLT OF 1857 

The leaders and the organisers of the movement fully realised the 
importance of the Punjab in the moments of war against the British imperialism 
in India. They propagated their cause in this region with all their might and 
limited resources at their disposal. The British on the other hand had also realised 
that the disaffection at Bengal and Oudh was also taking roots in the Punjab 
Though here * ‘the disease had not yet broken out, but it had shown premonitory 
symptoms.”' It was in 1856-57 that the Gurkha regiment from Jutogh and the 
Purbiah army was encamped together at Ambala for annual exercise. The later 
did not waste this opportunity and persuaded the former to rise against the 
masters at suitable and proper time.” It was in May, 1857, that the Government 
buildings and stores were set on fire in the darkness of the night and this process 
continued till the outbreak of the mutiny. The Kotwal of the city had told the 
authorities that seditious feelings were found among the civilians as well as the 
army men. Inspite of the fact that chiefs of this area specially and the people 
generally played a pro-British role, yet the Muslim population had been 
comparatively busy in inspiring the sepoys and the people against the rulers. 

| Ajoon Khan, a Muslim outlaw, was accused of seducing the sepoys at Abazye, a 
| fortress at the Swat river.’ In August, 1856, a letter from the Akhoond of Swat to 
| Fateh Khan of Pindi Gheb was captured which announced the correspondence 
between the Muslims of Lucknow and Amir Dost Muhammad Khan of 

| Afghanistan.” Moreover, the correspondence between Fateh Khan and the 
| Akhoond, in itself was a red signal. It was in these circumstances that the 
|| telegram announcing the rising at Meerut reached Lahore on 12 May, 185-7. 

At that time the entire force in the Punjab consisted of twelve European 
y regiments (including one of cavalry) and of these some were stationed at the 
"| extreme ends, four at Ambala and three in the Peshawar valley. While the native 
')} force comprised of two troops and three companies of artillery, six light cavalry, 

Cave-Browne, op. cit., Vol.1, p. 41. 
Hare Edwards Memoires (London, 1900) Part 1, p. 7., quoted by Muin-ul-Haq, op. cit., pp. 
248-49. 
Kaye. op. cit., p. 495. 
Ibid. Report by Mr.Forsyth. p. 496. 
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and twenty-six infantry regiments of regulars and eight of irregular cavalry, 

besides the entire local force Sikhs and the Punjabis. 

The total number of the force garrisoned in the Punjab was 59,656, 

which consisted of 35,900 Hindustanis (chiefly regulars) 13430 Punjabis 

(irregulars) and 10,326 Europeans. 

Lahore, the capital of the Punjab was quartered with four native’ 

regiments (three of infantry and one of cavalry) and the European force } 

consisting of Queen’s 81st with the troops of horse artillery and four reserve 

companies of foot artillery. The natives here outnumbered the Europeans by eight } 

to one. 
Sir John Lawrence was at Rawalpindi and Robert Montgomery the 

judicial Commissioner, devolved the duty of meeting the danger. He accordingly 

summoned a conference of the leading officers of the civil station at Anarkali, 

viz. Mr. Donald Mcleod, financial Commissioner, Mr. A. A. Robert, the, 

Commissioner, Major Ommaney, Chief Engineer, Colonel Macpherson, Military 

Secretary to the Chief Commissioner, Captain Lawrence, the Commander of the 

Punjab Police; and Captain Hutchinson, the Assistant of Major Ommaney. 

Robert Montogomry told them that, “Nothing but prompt vigorous course would 

save the city.” = 

Then he, along with Colonel Macpherson drove to the cantonment to: 

consult about the affairs and decisions wadé by the council about disarming the 

soldiers with 37 year’s old Brigadier Corbett, the Commander of the army at, 

Lahore. In the beginning, Corbett did not whole-hearrtedly support the others in 

disarming the soldiers. He was not prepared to offend the prejudices of his 

soldiers by actually disarming them. But in the meanwhile a Sikh brought the 

news that the soldiers at Mian Mir are intriguing to subjugate the fort on the 

following day or two. Moreover, on 12 May, Lawrence sent a telegram telling 

Montogomery that the greater portion of the native regular army would have to 

be disarmed.° Now Corbett thought it wise to agree with Montgomery and his 

council’s decision. 
The fort was ordinarily garrisoned by one company of the European 

regiment, one company of the foot artillery, and a wing of the native infantry. 

The plan of the sepoys was that one thousand men of both the regiments which 

were garrisoned together in the fort were to rush on the officers, seize the gate, 

take possession of the citadel, the magazine and the treasury, to overpower the 

small body of the Europeans, some 80 men of H.M.’s 81st and 70 men of the 

artillery. The rising was then to become general in the cantonment. So after 

Holmes, T.R. op. cit., p. 314. 

© Cooper, Fredric. The Crisis in the Punjab from the 10th of May until the fall of Delhi 

(London, 1858) p. 236. 
Lieutenant-General Sir George McMun is wrong when he says, “Lawrence being a littl 

disturbed at the disarming at Mian Mir which he felt must upset any regiment still loyal.” Th 

Indian Mutiny in Perspective, (London, 1931) p. 75. We find no documents supporting hi 

cause. 
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knowing the plot Brigadier Corbett ordered for the veneral parade on the 
following morning. He knew the importance of the fort which “commands the 
city of Lahore, that it contains the treasure and arsenal. that at Ferozepur, fifty 
miles distant, there is another arsenal, the largest in this part of India, and had 
these two fallen, the North-Western Provinces and the Punjab must have been for 
the time being irrevocably lost, the lives of all Europeans in these regions 
sacrificed, Delhi would not have been taken, and India must have been 
conquered.” 

A ball which was scheduled on 13 May was not postponed though all the 
cares were taken to meet any ugly situation which might arise. The men enjoyed 
dancing till 2 0 clock, but fortunately no incident occured 

On the morning of 14 May the troops were called for parade. The 
Europeans were placed on the right, the native infantry in the centre. and the 
native cavalry on the left. Then the native regiments were ordered to change front 
to the rear. While they were occupied in this new manoeuvre, H.M.’s 81st 
changed front and marched round. left shoulders forward so as to present a line 
along the new position of the native corps, the artillery beyond and behind them 
also moving round and loading as they went. Then Lieutenant Mocatta adjutant 
of the 26th light infantry read an address and told that as the mutinous spirit was 
spreading, it had been decided to disarm them not for the peace of the country which Britain could maintain but to save them from any sort of temptation which 
could ruin their past deeds. 

The sepoys hesitated for a moment, but clearly listened the voice “Eighty-first load”, and the clang of the ramnads. Now the resistence was useless, so they piled up their arms. Thus sixteenth, twenty-sixth, and forty-ninth N.I. regiments were disarmed in the presence of only 350 Europeans, and marched off to their lines. “Never was a more decissive victory gained. By the /morning’s work Montogomery and Corbett had not only saved the capital of the | Punjab, they had saved the empire.” 

From Robert Montgomery, Judicial Commissioner to R. Temple Esquire, Secretary to the Chief Commissioner Punjab.—No. 149, dated Lahore, 24 March, 1858. Mutiny Record. Reports. Part II, Vol. VIII, Pt. II, (Lahore, 1911). 
Holmes, T. R. op. cit., p. 315. 
Robert Montgomery op. cit.. Para. 58. 
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The 26th N. I. mutinied on 30th July murdered Major Spencer, their 

commanding officer, one non-commissioned European, and two native officers, 

They ran towards Delhi, and due to the heavy dust storm could not be chased. 

But unfortunately they were entrapped by the Tehsildar of Ajnala, and he killed 

150 of them in a skirmish. In the meanwhile Fredric Cooper the Deputy 

Commissioner of Amritsar reached there and imprisoned them, 280 in number, © 

only a few could manage to escape. In the eyes of Cooper the ill-fated sepoys 

were murderers and he decided to kill them all. The supply of rope for hanging 

them was not sufficient so he decided to shoot them. Cooper himself relates this 

cruel and inhuman story in these words, “About 150 having been thus executed, 

one of the executioners swooned away (he was the oldest of the firing party) and 

a little respite was allowed. The proceeding, the number had arrived at two 

hundred and thirty seven; when the district officer was informed that the | 

remainder refused to come out of bastion, where they had been imprisoned | 

temporarily a few hours before. Expecting rush and resistance, preparations were | 

made against escape; but little expection was entertained of the real and awful 

fate which had fallen on the remainder of mutineers: they had anticipated, by a | 

few short hours, their doom. The doors were opend, and, behold they were nearly | 

all dead! unconciously, the tragedy of Holwell’s Black Hole had been re-enacted. 

No cries had been heard during the night . . . Forty-five bodies dead from fright, 

exhaustion, fatigue, heat and partial suffocation . . . pt 

This butchery on the part of Cooper was officially appreciated. Lawrence 

wrote to him, “I congratulate you on your success against the 26th N.I. You and | 

your police acted with much energy and spirit, and deserve well the state.”"' 

The rising of 26th N.I. alerted the English and drastic measures were 

taken to face any sort of danger. The fort was garrisoned with four thousand men, 

and all its gates were closed except one. As the Punjabis seemed to be loyal, so 

those who were on leave were called back. The European residents formed a 

company of 136 volunteers and for some times Anarkali was guarded by them. A | 

danger signal was also arranged, the roads to cantonement were patrolled by the” 

police during the night. Moreover the press was brought under the strict control 

of censorship. “The editor of the ‘Moartizaee’ was imprisoned for publishing 

treasonable matter, and his paper was stopped. The editor of ‘Chashma-e-Faiz’ 

was ordered to remove his establishment from Sialkot to Lahore where his paper, 

together with the two already published at the capital, was put under rigid: 

surveillance.” : : 

Cooper, op. cit., pp. 162-63. 

Ibid. pp. 167-168. Montgomery also appreciated his action in these words, “All honour to you 

for what you have done, and right well you do it ... It will be a feather to your cap as long as 

you live. The other three regiments here were very shaky yesterday, but hardly think they will 

now go. I wish they would, as they are a nuisance, and not a man would escape if they do.” 

Selection from the Public Correspondence of the Administration for the Affairs of the Punjab. 

(Lahore, 1859) pp. 6-7. 

oe ———— 
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On 24 July, restrictions were placed on the sale of lead, sulphur, 
percussion, caps and all other things, which could help to make ammunitions. On 
29 June Hindustani population including civil officers were disarmed. 2536 
Hindustanis who were unemployed in the city of Lahore were expelled trom the 
city. The district officers in the most cases had the post bags opened in their 
presence and suspicious letters were suppressed. The guards on the ferries were 
increased, and every man who crossed the ferries, specially Comine trom Delhi 
were carefully watched, and suspicious men were detained 

As mentioned before, Amir Dost Muhammad Khan was silenced. with 
the British gold. Gulab Singh, the leader of the Sikhs who could be seduced to 
war at any moment “was cajoled into active allegiance.”!’ Nawab of Bahawalpur 
promised to romain neutral. The Rajas of Patiala and Jhind were even more 
active than the Europeans to suppress the rising 

After saving Lahore and taking successful measures for the safety of the 
capital of the province, the authorities turned to the other imporatnt cities 

Ambala at that time was stationed with H.M."s 9th lancers, 2 troops of 
horse artillery, with the 4th (native) light cavalry, and Sth and 60th NI. 
regiments. The total number of the Europeans was about 250. It was very 
important to control this city as the G.T. road runs through it. The city had been 
the target of the sepoys’ activities since nine months. A few months back “A 
fanatic attacked on the Adjutant Lieutenant Baugh of 34th N.1. and sepoy on the 
main guard looked passive and exulting spectator.”'* This was the first show of 
force at Ambala. 

Moreover, it was only two months back General Anson visited the corps 
at Ambala while on his tour to the North-West Provinces. He addressed the 
Sepoys on 22 March and told them that the news about the cartridge was false. He 
also ordered that the musketry practice of the sepoys should be suspended till 
further orders. On 28 March the sepoys gave a statement which was presented to 
the General through Lieutenant E.M. Martineau. In this statement as interpretted 
by the Lieutenant the sepoys assured of their loyalty and obedience to carry on 
any sort of orders but also told that if they fired the greased cartridge, “They 
become outcasts for ever unacknowledged not only in their corps but also in their 
families and their homes.”'* But inspite of this meak protest it was decided that 
the sepoys should be compelled to fire the cartridge in defiance of their 
prejudices and their fears. Accordingly on the morning of the 17 April the sepoys 
used the cartridge but the Government property worth thirty thousand rupees was 
burnt on the same night, and then these fires became nightly occurences. 

On 10 May which is the date of the outbreak at Meerut, the sepoy 
regiments at Ambala rushed out of their lines, and began to load against their 

iB Cooper. op. cit., p. 238. 
'* GC. Barnes, Commissioner and Superintendent of Cis-Sutlej states to Robert Montgomery 

Esq. Mutiny Record. (Reports), (Lahore 19] 1) Vol. VIII, pt. 1. No.54 Ambala, 5 February, 
1858. 

'S Ibid. 
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native officers but General Bernard succeeded in pacifying them. “On the next 
day he issued an address promising them, if they behaved well their miscdnduct | 
on the 10th should be overlooked.”'® In these circumstances the news of the > 
revolt reached here on 11 May. On 12 May Barnes ordered Mr. Andrew and i 
Assistant Commissioner of Ambala to proceed to Karnal with Patiala sowars, ~ 
The Rajas of Nabha, Kotla and Ludhiana on request mobilised their troops to 7 
safeguard the road. Raja of Jhind took the duty of protecting Karnal and also sent | 
spies to Delhi for the foreign interest. Captain Wyld was sent in command of 4th 
light cavalry and two companies under Captain Garstin to overawe the people of * 
Judgree. The reason being was that the Gujars of Saharanpur had arisen and it 
was probable that these people who had contacts with them may follow their | 
foot-prints. : A 

In Ropur, Mohur Singh, a sikh ‘Karinda’ of the late chief Bhup Singh 
rose but was suppressed. Three of the ring-leaders with Mohur Singh were } 
executed. Rest of the sepoys were disarmed and some were court martialled. In 
the meanwhile highway robberies started but the culprits were detected and 
executed. These small risings may have taken the shape of a terrible war but for 
the assistance rendered by the Rajas of Patiala and Thaneswar with about 2,000 
men awed the sepoys. Moreover, the Jagdars of Ambala city, Judgree, Ropur, 
Khusrar and Naringhur supplied 459 foot, 259 sawars and 19,166 rupees, 12 
annas and 9 pennies to the Britishers which was obviously a great disheartening © 
fact to the sepoys and also the local people.'” | 

Finally towards the end of June the local population was also disarmed 
and Government received about 1240 arms. The Sth, 45th and 57th N.I. 
regiments were disarmed without any difficulty. One of the regiments the 60th 
mutinied and a few soldiers of this regiment could only manage to reach Delhi. 
This was the only help which Ambala district rendered to the revolutionaries. 

Ferozepur was the largest arsenal in upper India. It consisted of two 
native infantry regiments the 45th and the 57th besides the 10th native cavalry. 
The white soldiers in the Brigade consisted of two companies of foot artillery, a 
light field battery and H.M.’s 61st regiment. The quantity of the stores was so 
large that if “had these gone, the British flag would not have been waving over 
the walls of Delhi.”'® So during the meeting at Lahore, Robert Montgomery did 
not overlook Ferozepur and informed Brigadier Innes (who had taken the charge 
just two days back) about the disarming of the sepoys at Lahore. The authorities 
had been informed about the disaffection prevailing among the sepoys. A native 
officer had openly declared at a court of inquiry that not a man of the corps 
would touch the cartridge. It was also told that meetings were held during the 
night at which seditious language was used.'? But rivalry between the two 
regiments gave a sign of satisfaction to the officers. On 13 May Innes held a 

16 
G. C. Barnes to Montgomery Esq., No. 54. op. cit., Para. 5. 
Report of Mr. T. D. Forsyth, Deputy Commissioner, Ambala. op. cit., pp. 37-39. 
Cooper. op. cit., p. 
Cave-Browne. op. cit., p. 105. (Vol. II) 

18 

19 

ea 
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parade to judge the temper of the men, but his judgement met with a “strong 
protest from their commanding officers.” He made a compromise with only two 
N.I. corps to be disarmed. He also sent one hundred men under Major Redmond 
to guard the magazine. So according to the program at 5 p.m. the 45th and S4th 
were called to their parade ground and ordered to march towards their camping 
grounds which were at two miles distant. The 57th reached to the alloted ground 
but 45th instead of taking the main cantonment road, took a shorter route through 
Sadar bazar, from where they could see the Europeans in shooting position. It 
was obvious that the scene aroused their suspicions that they were going to be 
entrapped. Moreover, “Fanatic moulvies and disaffected baniahs were at hand to 
insite them; *Dagha hai* (There is treachery) became the ery! Two hundred ot 
them broke off, loaded their guns and ran to the ramparts. Their attack was 
repulsed but Major Redmond was badly wounded. Now the sepoys attacked the 
cantonment and burnt to ashes the memorial church, Roman Catholic Chapel, 
mess houses, hospital and a number of Government houses and other buildings. 
During the night the 57th remained quiet. On the following morning Brigadier 
Innes sent Colonal Darwel to persuade the regiments to pile up the arms, and as a 
result a company of 45th, 57th, and 61st gave their arms after a minor hesitation 
This obviously weakended the position of the sepoys who now made an escape to 
Delhi. Major Mardson the D.C. went in their pursuit but except a few they 
managed to reach their destination.”” Brigadier Innes was accused for putting the 
task of disarming the soldiers on tomorrow. Lawrence was not happy on his 
achievements as he “had missed an excellent opportunity of teaching the sepoys a 
lesson which would have cowed them for hundred of miles.””* 

Jullundur: The telegram telling about the affairs at Meerut reached 
Lahore through this station. Colonel Hartay who was commanding the station in 
the temporary absence of Brigadier Johnstone was informed of the disarming of 
the soldiers at Lahore. On the next day meeting of the officers was called and the 
situation was discussed. The problem of this district was of a peculiar nature. It 
contained four out stations; Hoshiarpur, Nurpur, Kangra and Phillaur all with 
considerable men and ammunition, “—all held by Purbiah regiments, without a 
European soldier, and with only a small body of police.””* Jullundur proper was 
garrisoned with 8 (King’s) | troop, and company of artillery, with the 6th 
(native) light cavalry and the 36th and 61st N.I. regiments. The 36th N. I. had 
been stationed at Meerut, and it was very recent that it was brought to Jullundur. 
So it could not be overlooked that it might have the same feelings which made 
the troops to rise at Meerut. The 61st had been camped with the 19th and the 34th 
N.I. at Lucknow, and the later two were responsible for the trouble at Burhanpur. 

2° Ibid., p. 106. 
2! Ibid., p. 108. 
. Kaye and Malleson, vol. Il, p. 332. 
3 MR. (Correspondence). Lawrence to Anson dated 21 May, 1857. Enclosure to secret letters 
ja from India. 

Cave-Browne. op. cit., p. 115. 
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So the danger could be apprehended from both the regiments at any time. There 

had been also several cases of fire in the past. Another incident which made the 

situation more critical was a writing on a wall which declared three men of a bad : 

character and they were the favourites of the whites. Spies also brought the news | 

of the secret meetings during the night.”> Moreover the officers feared the . 

outstanding number of the purbiahs and the lack of Punjab police and the 

Europeans at Ludhiana.’ Notwithstanding all this and assurities which were 

given to the sepoys that, “so long as they remain quiet, not a hair of their head § 

should be touched.””’ Brigadier Innes decided to disarm them on the morning of & 

6 June. But the plan was postponed till the morning of 7 June, but again on 7 

June it was put off. This wavering policy of the officers excited the soldiers and 

on the night of 7 June at 11 p.m. they attacked some of their officers, plundered jj 

the treasure, and after having divided the plunder they divided themselves into 

two groups, one marched towards Phillaur and the other which was smaller one |} 

left for Hoshiarpur. A force was sent in their pursuit but it proved uneffective as 

it delayed itself. On its way the larger party was joined by the soldiers from 7 

Phillaur (3rd N.I.). This shows that the rising was preplanned and the soldiers at } 

Phillaur had secret contacts with soldiers at Jullundur. Holmes also supports this 

view.* The sepoys now made for Ludhiama but the bridge on the river was cut 

down by a civilian named Ferington, so now there was no other alternative for 

them, than to cross the river at a ferry known as Lussara Ghat. While all the plans” 

of Johnstone had failed, Rickett, the Deputy Commissioner of Ludhiana, took a 

prompt action, taking Lieutenant G. A. Williams along, who was then 

commanding the sikh regiment, Nabha men and two guns in the pursuit of the 

soldiers. While this force was looking for the sepoys, unexpectedly they 

challenged them and consequently the fight started. The cavalry and infantry 

provided by the Raja of Nabha ran away at the very first volley.” Sikhs fought 

bravely, but the spirit, firmness, determination, and of course the love for 

freedom of the sepoys gallantly repulsed the attack. Williams was wounded, and 

Rickett found it wise to retreat. 

Johnstone’s strategy was severly criticised as firstly he did not disarm the 

soldiers at proper time and secondly he wasted five hours while pursuing the 

mutineers due to heat, which is no excuse for inefficiency in this critical hours 0 

war. Anyhow, his conduct “was approved at the horse guards, it was condemned 

in India.” 

Ludhiana: After winning the victory over Rickett the sepoys marched 

towards Ludhiana. They reached here at 11 0’ clock on 9 June. This city had 

fi 

Muinul Haq. op. cit.. p. 267. 

Cave-Browne, op. cit.. p. 116. 

Muinul Haq. op. cit.. p. 267. 

“The mutineers broke up into two detachments, the larger of which made for Phillaur, where 

probably in consequence a pre-concerted plan, they were joined by a native portion of 

garrison.” Holmes, T. R. op. cit., p. 337. 

Ibid. p. 231. 
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mixed population and in addition to the peopie of different religions it had a 
colony of *Kabuli Muslims’. They had come from Kabul and claimed to be the 
descendants of Shah Shuja, therefore, they were known as ‘Shahzadas’ and 
enjoyed a great respect with the locals." The sepoys expected a great Support 
from them. Anyhow the sepoys reaching here were joined by the local Larrisons, 
and civilians,"' they plundered the houses of the Government officials, released 
the prisoners aad finally marched towards Delhi. Johnstone on the request of 
Rickett’s sent a force in pursuit, but that was too late to face this victorious band 
of men. Rickett’s showed bravery when these men had left for Delhi and 
“Charged through the city and swept the rabble: and some twenty Kashmiries, 
who had joined in the temporary confusion aud began to pillage were summarily 
hanged.” 

Phillaur has been spoken as the key of the Punjab. It was garrisoned with 
the 3rd regiment N.I and enjoyed a great Strategic importance. Standing on the 
right bank of the Sutlej in district Jullundur, commanded Grand Trunk Road, the 
only link between Punjab and Delhi. A few soldiers of this station joined with the 
sepoys from Ludhiana, and ran to Delhi. “Its loss at this crisis would have been a 
heavy blow indeed; and its danger was imminent.’ The organisers of the 
movement never ignored its importance and the fort was to be taken quietly by 
the 3rd N.I. on the morning of the 15 May.” On the other hand the authorities at 
Jullundur only 24 miles away from here took the full care of the fort and on 12 
May a detachment of European troops was sent in the darkness of the night. They 
succeeded in arranging signaling system inside the fort. The hope of the both, 
sepoys and the English lay on Raja Ranbhir Singh of Kapurthala; who was to 
arrive from a pilgrimage to Hardwar. The 3rd N.l. tried their level best to 
persuade the Raja’s men to join them.*> But unfortunately the Raja like the other 
ruling princes of the area unpatriotically decided to support the British. So the 
hopes of this small band of freedom lovers could not materialize due to the 
treacherous and coward attitude of the Raja. On the morning of 13 May 

| reinforcements reached in the fort, and no other alternative then to surrender the 
arms was left for the sepoys.”° The Commissioner of the Trans-Sutlej states 

praised the treacherous conduct of the Raja in these words, “To the decided part 
» | thus taken by the Raja at the commencement of the outbreak. | attribute in a great 
* | measure the safety of the civil station of Jullundur at the night of the mutiny.” 

Cave-Browne. Vol. I, p. 254. 
*! Holmes, T. R. op. cit., p. 331. 
Cooper, op. cit., p. 92. 
* Cave-Browne, op. cit., p. 117. 
4 Ibid., p. 120. 
* Muinul Haq. op. cit., p. 252. 
. A few sepoys went to Delhi as they escaped in the darkness of the night. 

M. R. Reports Vol. VIII. Pt. I. From Edward John Lake to Robert Montgomery No. 6, Jullundur 5 Jan.1858, Para. 20. 
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Rawalpindi: Till the end of June, the British authorities were satisfied 
with their position in the Punjab, though some regiments were still armed at 

Rawalpindi, Sialkot, Jhelum, Gurdaspore and Amritsar. They were confident that 
due to the loyalty of the local population and the Rajas, and the efficiency of the 

moveable column, they would be able to face any sort of emergency. Anyhow to 
avoid further danger it was decided to disarm the sepoys at the above-mentioned } 
places also. So on 7 July a parade was held with the purpose to disarm the 14th 

and 58th N.I. regiments. Everything went smoothly according to the programme 
but when the sepoys saw the Europeans advancing in shooting position, they 
were frightened and bolted to their lines. The authorities, fortunately became 
successful to disarm the 58th but the 14th ran away without doing any harm to 

anything. The sepoys of the 14th also could not manage to reach their 

destination, they were captured by the police and the local population as the price 
had been set for every rebel head. They were punished only with the loss of their 

arms as they did no harm to anything. 
Jhelum: The authorities while deciding about disarmament decided to 

disarm the sepoys at Jhelum and Rawalpindi simultaneously. The 14th and 39th 
N.I. regiments at Jhelum were looked upon with great suspicion. Major Clement — 

Browne, the Deputy Commissioner, caught hold of some intercepted letters but _ 

Major Knatch Bull assured him and Colonel Gerard, the Commanding Officer - 

about the loyalty of the men.’ Anyhow not trusting the 39th N.I. Lawrence | 

ordered the regiment to march towards Shahpore. “The regiment thought they — 

were selected for service against some petty chieftain.”*” The 14th was weakened _ 
as Lawrence called a detachment of this regiment with the pretext that they 

would escort treasure to Rawalpindi.” The real purpose of both these measures 

was to weaken the sepoy force at Jhelum, so that the small body of Europeans 

may be able to control the situation. Furthermore the moveable column on its 

way to Lahore halted here to exert the impression of force on the remaining 

soldiers. The local authorities were also very careful and the guards were set at 

the ferries on the Jhelum and the Indus. 

But inspite of all these measures, as mentioned before, it was finally 

decided to disarm the soldiers and. General Gowan ordered Colonel Ellice to 

march towards Jhelum with H.M.’s 24th, three horse artillery guns under 

Lieutenant Cooke; and Lind’s Multani horse. To keep the mission a secret the 

Colonel was asked to open the sealed orders, when they were only one march 

from Jhelum. At Dinah the sealed orders were opened, telling the Colonel to 

disarm the soldiers at Jhelum. After making a plan he ordered the Multani horse 

to advance through cantonment and himself rode to Colonel Gerard to discuss 

with him the whole affair. Then the plan was brought into action and according 

to the arrangements the Multani horse moved in and took ground on the extreme 

Cooper, op. cit., p. 121. 
Ibid., 33 men of the 39th were left at Jhelum. They behaved properly and piled up the arms 

when asked by Colonel Macdonald. 
Muinul Haq. op. cit., p. 272. 
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right of the cantonment. In the meanwhile the 14th Nol. went quietly to its own 
parade ground still knowing nothing about the trap. One hundred Sikhs were 
separated as they were trustworthy, and were ordered to stand apart. In this 
manoeuver the day downed. “The detachment under Colonel Ellice was to arrive 
in the cantonment a little before daybreak to effect the disarming, but 
unfortunately it arrived when the sun was up, and the |dth had got wind of their 
fate."“' Seeing the Europeans they started firing. Men they returned to their lines 
and took refuge in the building of quarter-guard. The Multani horse were ordered 
to charge but the verandah and the roof of the quarter-guard proved a strony 
defence line for the sepoys. Within ten minutes they killed ten men and wounded 
twenty-eight of the attackers. The Euro Deans apparently none too well handled, 
attacked and met with heavy loss.” Colonel Ellice, Lt. Streathfold and 
Chichester were wounded in this contest. Anyhow the Multanis became 
successful to drive them to the lines of the 39", where they could not stand for 
long as the regimental magazine there was blown up. Now they ran to a Village 
named Saemlee. The Europeans wasted time and reached Saemlee at 5 p.m. and 
fighting commenced again. The sepoys fought bravely and on the English side 
“All order was lost,—The amunition began to fail, and the infantry were ordered 
to retire. The artillery were losing horses and men fast—.* Howtizar was 
captured by the sepoys and Captain Spring was mortally wounded. The battle 
ended with the glorious victory of the side of the sepoys. 

During the night the sepoys left the village and wanted to cross the river 
to reach Delhi, but unfortunately the ferries were under the strict contro! of the 
British men and their supporters. So they dispersed in different directions and 
tried to cross the river individually. The end of the unfortunate regiment was very 
tragic. They were five hundred in number when they left Jhelum, about 150 were 
killed in the contests with their enemies, 180 were captured and mostly hanged, 
120 were captured by the Kashmir authorities and handed over to the British, 
they were also court martialled and majority of them were also put to death. The 
fate of the rest 50 in number is unknown. On the side of the British 44 were 
killed and 109 wounded. 

Sialkot was one of the biggest military stations in the Punjab. It was 
garrisoned with one troop of horse artillery; one light field battery (both of 
Europeans); H.M.’s 52nd light infantry, the 9th light cavalry: the 35th and 46th 
N.I. regiments. Just like Ambala, Sialkot was also the headquarter of the 
musketry depot for instruction in the use of new enfield rifles. So the parties from 
almost every regiment in the Punjab were or had been here. Consequently “a fair 
Opportunity of learning each others, sentiments of the cartridge was thus 
conveniently afforded——.”** Moreover to strengthen the moveable column the 

41 
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Cooper, op. cit., p. 126. 
McMun, George, Lieutenant General. The Indian Mutiny in Perspective. (London 1935). p. 
167. 
Cave-Browne, op. cit., p. 56-57. 
Cooper, op. cit., p. 132. 
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most of the Europeans were called from here, inspite of the protest of the 

commanding officer Brigadier Brind. The sepoy here were in contact with the 

leaders of the revolt as the “names of the 35th L.I. and 46th N.I. were down in 

the King of Delhi's book as played to join in the mutiny so long ago as last 

January.”> A letter which was captured confirmed to the authorities the above 

statement.” Due to these causes Brigadier Brind was requested to disarm his 

men. Unfortunately he could not obey the orders, not due to the confidence in his 

men as Cooper says, but the reason being was that, “every effected European 

soldier had been withdrawn for the column. To have acted otherwise would only 

have hastened the catastrophe.’ The officers had fully realised the danger and 

on the night of 8 July that happened, what was feared. The immediate cause of 

the outbreak was a trooper of the 9th, who was on leave and brought the news 

that the moveable column was moving towards Sialkot to disarm them. Finally 

the news about the affairs of Jhelum gave the final touch to the whole affair. 

There were totally 40 able bodied Europeans with a number of women 

and children, who inspite of the request of Lawrence to leave for Lahore, stayed 

here. They all were roused in the darkness of the night by the gun shots, slogans 

and shoutings of the sepoys. The Europeans now could only think to run to the 

fort which they wisely did. While escaping to the fort Brigadier Brind was shot 

from the back, but he managed to reach ir the fort only to die during the night. 

Dr. Graham, Dr. J. Graham, Captain Bishop,, Rev. J. Hunter, his wife and baby 

were also murdered while escaping to the fort. The English authors condemn the 

sepoys for brutality in Sialkot. The fact is that only one woman and one baby 

were murdered for which they could be blamed and the murderer of these two — 

was not a soldier but a degraded flogger of Sialkot District Jail.* On the other 

hand the daughter of Dr. Graham was allowed to proceed to the fort, and it was 

also a trooper who carried her honourably to the quarter-guard.”” No other 

women and children were even touched but those Europeans who escaped to 

Gujranwala were provided every possible facility by the civilians. The five 

churches for which Sialkot was famous at that time, were not harmed, while the 

Governmental buildings as the District Courts and the D.C.’s residence were 

fully damaged. Another example that they did not want to kill the Europeans is 

that they did not attack the fort, which was merely a mudwork and could not 

stand before the charge of twelve pounder gun which the mutineers had at their 

disposal.” 

In the meanwhile a large number of local population joined them, and 

they left Sialkot hoping the 15th N.I. from Jhelum to join them in the way. 

Cave-Browne, op. cit., p. 60n. 
Muinul Haq. op. cit., p. 276. 

Cave-Browne, op. cit., p. 59. 

Surendar Nath Sen. Eighteen Fifty Seven (Delhi 1957), p. 338. 

Cave-Browne, op. cit., p. 62. 

Cave-Browne, op. cit., p. 62. 
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The report about the affairs at Sialkot reached Robert Montgomery at | o'clock in the night. He at once sent a messenger to Nicholson as the telegraphic Wire made no sign. The news reached to Nicholson at Amritsar. The authorities at once collected carts, ponies and buggies on which they could lay hand upon to supply the column conveniences to reach Gurdaspore, Nicholson at this time had at his disposal 3rd troop and 2nd Brigade horse artillery. three suns: No. 17 hehe field battery; H.M.’s 52nd light infantry: detachments of 3rd and Ith Punjab infantry; Ist company police battalion, and two new Iy raised risalahs. So At Gurdaspore, Nicholson came to know that the Sepoys Were trying to cross thi river at Trimu Ghat. On the other hand the sepoys were fully unaware about the movement of the column. They could not at once cross the river as the boats had been scattered by the civil authorities. In the evening they saw the moveable column moving towards them, and at once took positions and commenced fir ing wildly. The column had far much superior equipments, and the SEPOYS Were not prepared for the full scale battle, so they retreated and tried to recross the river. In this attempt they were unfortunately entrapped in an island. The Water rose and consequently they were entrapped in the island. Now they had deep water impossible to cross on their back. and the European guns in the front. In this fight about three hundred sepoys were killed. Captain Adams who wanted to rite a report to the General and, “having no ink he wrote in blood, which was fresh and plentiful around him.*! Due to darkness this first fight ended in the ev ening. The poor sepoys had no way out but to remain helplessly on the island. 
Nicholson kept himself busy for three days in making preparations to fight against the sepoys, and the later in the meanwhile starved on the island. The fight started again, result is evident, the poor men were slaughtered like cows, many drowned, only a few escaped to Kashmir but were brought back to Sialkot and hanged. 

* * * * * 

The attitude of the civilians in the Punjab was of divided nature. At some \places as Gugaira, Murree and Narinji the civilians took arms against the Europeans but it were also the Punjabis who fought against the sepoys garrisoned jin the Punjab; at Jhelum, Murdan and Trimmoo Ghat. If we analyse the part Played by the civilians and the rajas of the Punjab in the events of 1857, we find 

est of India. Here at Lahore, Multan and other stations the sepoys were timely 

Muinul Hag. op. cit, quoted from the Punjab Reports. 
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disarmed, and the people got no time and chance to join them or support their jy 

cause. The moveable column gave crushing blow to the intentions of the 7 

civilians, who had no leader, no arms and no guidance from the centre to do | 

something for the cause. Strict control of the Government over the ferries, the ‘ 

Sikh rule, loyal rajas, conduct of Dost Muhammad Khan and many other such % 

factors are responsible for the quiet, and converted the foes into friends in the ¥ 

Punjab. 

The civilians of Peshawar valley were in no good terms with the # 

Government. The most of the tribes were in the state of ‘blockade’ and were | 

prohibited to enter in Peshawar. The new policies of the Government were 

obnoxious to them; but it is also obvious that they had not forgotten.the Sikh rule | 

of massacre and pillage. When the news of the rising reached there, the men from } 

the surrounding villages flocked towards Peshawar and “clouds of Afghan 

horsemen darkened the horizon.” When the chiefs were requested to supply men j 

“not a single chief responded.”** This shows that they had not come with good 

intentions, as first of all most of them were not entitled to enter in Peshawar due 

to ‘blockade’, moreover the denial of the chiefs to support the British shows that 

they were ready to join the sepoys against the ‘Feringhees’. It was due to these | 

circumstances that Lawrence was ready*to hand over the valley to Amir Dost 

Muhammad Khan of Afghanistan.” But the.authorities at Peshawar successfully ’ 

disarmed the sepoys on 23 May. The Afghans and Pathans who had come to 

Peshawar, now had no other alternative than to join the English. They had seen’ 

with their own eyes that the purbiahs, whose kins were fighting bloody battles 

against the Government; who had a large number of grievances against their 

masters; and who had ample stores of ammunition at their disposal to give outlet 

to their grievances were cowed without a single fire. “They were disappointed” 

and thought it better to join the Government who was obviously stronger, and 

they wisely did it. Inspite of all this there were people who instigated the men for 

rising. On 9 July Malik Siraj-ud-Din, the chief of the Sipah tribe in the Khyber, 

wrote to the sepoys of the 18th Irregular cavalry to rise against the whites and 

join him.*° But unfortunately the letter was captured and the chief was coerced to 

loyalty. But such examples are very rare in the valley. 

On the other hand a large number of people remained loyal to the 

Government and responded to the calls. Fateh Khan Khatak offered the service 

voluntarily and was appointed with his men to guard the ferries and boat 0 

bridge at Attock. The local zamindars of Nowshehra cooperated with th 

Government, hunted the sepoys who ran away after the battle with Chamberlain 

and handed them over to the Government. This was done partly for the sake 0 

52M. R. Correspondence. Pt. I, vol. VII. Edwards to James, op. cit., para 2. 

Muinul Hag. op. cit., p. 265. 

Cooper, op. cit., p. 64. 

Muinul Haq. op. cit., p. 283. 

The “zamindars behaved wonderfully and brought fugitives with their money all safe 

Cooper, p. 64. 
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money.” The sepoys of the 55th N.I. who ran to Swat were given asylum fora 
short time, but that was done as it served the purpose of Mubarak Shah, and not 
for the sake of uprising against the Government. When the Swatees felt that the 
Sepoys were of no use for them they drove them away from the valley only to 
die, to starve and to be hanged. Now the sepoys accompanied by the ex-ruler of 
Swat Syed Mubarak Shah reached in a village named Punjtar in the Kashmir 
valley. Here Molvi Inayat Ali, who had been preaching jijad supported them 
whole heartedly.’ It was due to his influence and Inspiring speeches that Khan of 
Punjtar Mugarab Khan, and his cousin Mir Baz Khan joined the cause ol the 
sepoys. The Khan successfully alliened the two neighbouring villages with him 
and they all rose against the Government and refused to pay the revenue. When 
the authorities at Mardan came to know about all these affairs: Major Vaughan 
Started from there to attack on this small band of men. In the battle Which 
followed, a large number of civilians alongwith the sepoys were killed. Mir Baz 
khan who was the commander of this small force was also slained while fighting, 
two other leaders Malik Zarif and Jan Muhammad were taken prisoners and then 
hanged; the two villages were totally burnt and some were partly damaged. The 
rest of the men dispersed only to gather at a neighbouring village called Narinji 
and started preparing for the next battle under the leadership of Molvi Inayat 
Ullah. On 21 July they were suddenly and surprisingly attacked by Captain 
James, who was offered a terrible resistance. Inspite of the sudden attack only “a 
few minutes sufficed to convert each peaceful labourer into an armed soldier, and 
every hut into a fortress”, but before a well-equipped army the tired sepoys and 
untrained civilians could not stand for long: and retreated. On 2 August the battle 
started again. In the gap of 20 clays, Captain James received reinforcements from 
Peshawar; and in this battle the poor civilians and sepoys were badly defeated 
Most of them were killed and the “village was utterly destroyed.” 

In Murree the rising was purely organised by the civilians. The village 
population around the city hated the whites who mostly use to come here for 

| merry making, enjoyment or improving their health. The news about the affairs at | | Delhi reached to the civilians in the beginning of June and they started putting 
| the jungles on fire, which belonged to the Government. Due to the critical time 
| “the Assistant Commissioner was instructed not to punish the offenders, but to 1 affect to believe that the tracts burnt did not have the useful wood” and were set on fire by the Government orders." 

Only a few days later the villagers of Kahira Kabuti came out openly | against the Government and refused to pay the revenue, but unfortunately their ®| leaders Faqir Khan and Muhammad Khan fell into the hands of the English, who €} kept them in Murree as hostages. The outcome was negotiations, and as both the 

7 Ibid. p. 69. 
Details above. 
Cave-Browne, Vol. II. op. cit., p. 93n. 

© Ibid. p. 95. 
Muinul Haq. op. cit., p. 274. 
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parties feared from each other, a bargain was struck; the leaders were released, 

and the village submitted to the British raj. 

After the rise in Kahira Kabuti for a few week there was calm in all the | 

villages around Murree. But on | September some 300 men of Mullote, Rewat, 

Bhuttien, Dhar, Jawa and many other villages of Dhoond tribe attacked on t 

Murree. Unfortunately the English knew all the plans of the villagers, as their } 

secrets were disclosed to the authorities by a man named Hakim Khan of Lora, 

who was in the sepoy guard of Mrs. Lawrence and belonged to the Dhoond tribe, 

so the authorities were fully prepared to repulse the attack of the ill-equipped and 

ill-armed villagers, which they successfully did. 

At Murree there was no sufficient force to face another attack which was 

expected at any moment; so the affairs were telegraphed to Rawalpindi and 

Jhelum with the request for reinforcement. In the meanwhile the Assistant 

Commissioner Mr. Geo Battye called the Pirs of Pullassee to help the 

Government. They responded to the call and on 3 September, with the help of 

their disciples, they attacked on Topa and Kooldena hills, which were under the 

control of the freedom fighters.” The hills were recaptured and the villagers were 

drove away from there. On the same day the reinforcement consisting of Sikhs, 

Police and irregular levies reached Mursee. A force was sent “under Uman 

Chand to destroy the villages of Dhar and Jawa”, which they cruelly did.” For 

these minor insurrections in Murree hills, which practically did no harm to the 

British, the two above-mentioned villages were burnt, their cattle and other | 

property was confiscated, 15 persons were executed, 9 prisoned for life , 4 for 14 

years, and 189 were sentenced from 13 years to | year imprisonment.” Among 

the men who were hanged two were “doctors - intelligent, well educated men.” 

When the companies of the I4th N.1. fled away from the cantonment of 

Rawalpindi, the price was set for their heads and on “the next morning their 

heads were brought in by the villagers” but alive.°° Moreover no attack was made — 

on the cantonment or on any other Government property, and practice no_ 

disturbance occured in the district inspite of some expectations. The conduct of 

the people was so satisfactory for the authorities that they felt no need for - 

confiscating the arms of the civilians which were confiscated in Lahore, — 

Ludhiana and many other cities. | 

In Jhelum District the disturbance occurred only in the lower part of Pind | 

Dadan Khan. When the people of this area listened about the rising against the 

foreign rule, they also declined to submit as the rules and consequently denied to 

obey the rules and pay the revenue. The authorities from Jhelum at once sent 

M.R. Reports. Vol.VIII. Pt. I. Report of Lieutenant Geo Battye, Assistant Commissioner 

Murree. No. 5 dated 9 Jan. 1858 para 5-6. 

M.R. Reports. Vol. VIII. Pt. 1. Report of Edward Thornton, Commissioner and Superintendent 

of Jhelum Division. No. 80. Camp Gujrat dated 25 Feb. 1858. Para 197. 
64 . 

Ibid., para 198. 

M.R. Reports. Vol.VIII. Pt. I. Report of Lieutenant Geo Battye. op. cit., para 15. 

Cave-Browne, Vol. II. op. cit., p. 52. 
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sawars to coerce them to submission, so that seditious feclings should not take 
root in the other villages. The rising was finally crushed and they were terrified 
to submission. 

Except this case the population of the district remained fully loval to the Government. When the sepoys rose here, no civilians came to their help as in the case of Sialkot. The people generally remained loyal, the revenue was paid normally, and even in some cases the zamindars paid the autumn rexcenue in 
advance. Cooper says about the people of this district that “their disposition towards our rule was uniformly excellent.” The Sikhs of this area particular! helped the Government w hole-heartedly. Those who had fought for the freedom of their homeland in the Anglo-Sikh wars, and now Were given no privilives due to their past deeds, utilized this golden oppurtunity to win the favours. Cooper is 
very much true when he guesses, that the open help from the Sikhs was a sivnal for the strong position of the British as “No man hopes to regain confiscated land from a state he thinks tottering to its fall.’ One hundred men of this area joined the army to fight against their brethern in those critical moments.” 

In Sialkot the civilians joined the war physically, besides simply refusing to pay the revenue, like their neighbours. Receiv ing the tales of the restoration of the Mughal dynasty, and the rise in Sialkot the villagers started towards the city with all the arms available to them. The Gujurs only looted the Government property,” and the crowds of camp followers and private servants joined the sepoys to fight for the cause.’ Most of them remained with the sepoys in all thick and thin and shared their hardships at Trimmoo Ghat and Kashmir. In the neighbouring district of Gujranwala the civilians remained loyal and showed sympathies with the Europeans. When some Europeans ran away from Sialkot. the civilians of Daska area provided them every possible help. The ladies who were sick were provided palanquins; which they carried on their shoulders up to Gujranwala. About 200 men joined the new levies, and contributed 91,000 rupees as a loan to the Government. ” 
The area between Lahore and Multan, which is the central part of Bari |Doab was mainly populated by Lungreals, Kharals, Bhatties, Baluchies and | Watto tribes; played the most active part in the events of 1857. The tribes had _ | migrated to this area from the neighbouring territories as the land here was very '\fertile. Whatsoever their creed and religion before coming here was; now they "were the followers of Islam.””> When the news of the uprising was received by 

| ‘ i ; Cooper, op. cit. p. 131. 
| Ibid. 
; MLR. Reports. Vol.VIII. Pt. I. Report of J. W. Macnable. Offg. Deputy Commissioner, Jhelum. Dated 1 Feb. 1858. 

° Details above. 
'  Cave-Browne, Vol. II. P. 68-69. 

MLR. Reports. Vol.VIII. Pt. 1. Report of Lieutenant Colonel J. Clarke; Deputy Commissioner ' Gujranwala. No. 71. Dated 30 Jan. 1858. 
Cave-Browne, Vol. II. op. cit., p. 202. 
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the authorities here they as a precautionry measure withdrew all the licences for 

carrying the matchlocks and distributed them among the newly raised Police. ; 

So that these tribes may not be able to create disturbances. The Droga of the jail 

of District Gugaira was dismissed from his service as he allowed Ahmad Khan, 

the chief of Kharal tribe to visit the prisoners. Anyhow no incident occured till 8 

July when the lumberdars of Lukhoke in Pakpatan tehsil declined to pay the 

revenue and the chaprasis who went to collect the revenue were driven out from 

the villages.”° When police and irregulars were sent against them, they ran away. 

They were later on captured, fined and imprisoned.”° On 18 July the prisoners of 

Gugaira jail tried to escape away during the night, but only 20 succeeded in this 

attempt and about 40 of the prisoners were killed and wounded.” 

After this incident quiet prevailed for one month. Perhaps the reason 

being for this was the alliance and obedience of the chiefs of Multan district; the 

constant passage of the loyal soldiers from here; and the timely disarming of the 

sepoys. So the authorities were confident that no one would dare to rise as they 

knew nothing about the anxiety prevailing among the people. Ahmad Khan the 

head of the Kharal tribe was “in constant communication with the rebels of Dethi 

and Hansi, and (as he boasted) with the king of Delhi himself.””* Moreover some 

convicts from the central jail of Agra were released and when they returned to 

their homes in this region, they told the people about the prospects, strength, and 

intensity of the uprising in the rest of India. “They made an appeal to their 

kinsmen to rise against the British rules and put it to an end as their brethern had 

done elsewhere.” 

So on 17 September the Kharals rose against the Government with the 

support of the neighbouring tribes, under the leadership of Ahmad Khan. The | 

news of the uprising was given by the stoppage of the mail at Lahore and Multan. 

In Gugaira the news about the rising was brought to Elphinston by Sarfraz Khan | 

Kharal at 11 p.m.*° and he at once telegraphed the affairs to Multan. | 

From Multan Major Chamberlain started towards Gugaira with some 

cavalry and Godon’s Sikhs who were passing through Multan and en route to 

Amritsar Chamberlain reached Cheecha Watani on 23 September and utilised the 

serai and a two-storied tower as a: fort. Leopold Berkeley, the extra-Assistant 

Commissioner of Gugaira, was sent by the Deputy Commissioner to march 

towards Chak Jhumra and drive the Kharals away from there; which he 

successfully did. In the meanwhile the Wattoo tribe joined Ahmad Khan and the 

™ MLR. Reports. VolVIII. Pt. Il. Report of Lieutenant N. W. Elphinstone, Assistant 

Commissioner (late incharge District Gugaira) Camp Tibbee. Dated 30 Jan. 1858 para 6. 

75 Tbid., para 7. 
7° Ibid. 
7 M.R. Reports. Pt. II. Vol. VIII. Report of G. C. Hamilton Commissioner and Superintendent 

of Multan Division. No. 42. Dated 24 Feb., 1858. 

78 Cave-Browne, Vol. Il. p. 203-204. 

Muinul Haq. op. cit., p. 290. 

M. R. Reports. Pt. II. Vol. VIII. Elphinston. op. cit.,para. Ms 
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fight commenced again only ten miles from Gugaira, and again the villagers were 
dispersed. After the defeat on 2 September an other party of the freedom fighters 
under the leadership of Bahawol, Salabat and Wallee Dad attacked on Berkeley 
The fight continued for a day and the freedom fighters retreated only to fall back 
on the Berkeleys force on the following day. This attack was so sudden that 50 
men of the Irregulars and police alongwith Berkeley were slained. The rest of the 
men saved their lives as the Kuttar Mukhee battalion came to their rescue at the 
very proper time. Now Captain Elphinston the Deputy Commissioner of Guvaira 
sent a party of the Punjab Irregular; a detachment of Sikh cavalry and Guyaira 
levy under Captain S. Black and Lieutenant Chichester against Ahmad Khan. [na 
fight against this force Ahmad Khan along with his son was killed. His death was 
an irrepairable lose to the cause, and the freedom fighters lost a valuable leader 

Chamberlain in the serai of Cheecha Watani was not a besicger but 
besieged. His position was becoming critical as the number of freedom fighters 
was increasing at every moment. “Even the women took their part, moving along 
the tops of the house with their skirts stretched out, so as to cover the matchlock 
men as they crept about from point to point.” They were firing furiously on the 
serai and the tower; “If a man showed himself for one minute, he was almost sure 
to be knocked over.”*' Chamberlain had no way out than to wait for the 
reinforcement. He sent the messages for help to Multan, Lahore and all the other 
surrounding stations. Lawrence on knowing about the affairs sent three horse 
artillery guns, one squadron of Lahore light horse, one company of H.M.’s 81st 
foot, and two companies of a new Punjab levy. This force was offered a stout 
resistance by the freedom fighters in the superbs of Harrapa, but they repulsed 
the attack and managed to reach Cheecha Watani. Brigadier Farquharson started 
from Multan on 25 September with two horse artillery guns; 250 newly raised 
Punjabis; some Police and 100 sabres of the first Irregular cavalry. Captain 
Hockin moved from Leiah towards Cheecha Watni with his 17th Irregular 
cavalry from Jhang Captain Dawes, the Deputy Commissioner, sent a number of 
policemen which he could spare. Major Voyle also marched with 100 men of 
mounted police alongwith Sutlej so that the Nawab of Bahawalpore may not be 
able to help the freedom fighters. ® 

When the freedom fighters at Cheecha Watni got the news from their 
spies about the forces coming from all sides they left the city and entred in Julle 
Jungle. 

Now the main task before these forces was to vanish the freedom fighters 
and clear the road between Lahore and Multan. Colonal Paton took the charge of 
the road from Lahore to Gugaira, and Chamberlain from Gugaria to Multan. The 
later was still on the way for his mission, when he received the news that the 
freedom fighters attacked on Kamalia. Mr. Mahon the Extra Assistant 
Commissioner of Kamalia who was “in constant dread of being attacked, and 

81 Cave-Browne, Vol. II. op. cit., p. 207. 
2 Ibid., pp. 211-212. 
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applied for succour’, , but cowardly retreated towards Jhang without waiting for 

the reinforcements.** When Chamberlain reached Kamalia he found that the 

villagers had run away after plundering the city. 

Now the freedom fighters from all the corners gathered in the jungle 

alongwith their cattle. Chamberlain pitched up his camp on the bank of the jungle © 

out of the musket range and waited for the reinforcements. In the meanwhile 

Cureton alongwith his police from Jhang joined him. Hamilton with the Lungreal 

force camped on the bank of the Ravi in the rear of freedom fighters. Now they 

were sandwiched between these two forces. They were “awed by the guns, which 

were never before seen in that fastness, and perhaps still more by the knowledge 

that their neighbours chiefs were on the side of the English.’ Now they had no 

other way than to escape. Many of them were killed due to heavy firing and the 

rest ran away leaving the dead bodies of their friends there, whom they could not 

lift with them. A very large number of cattle, goats aad sheep was captured by 

the British. This defeat gave crushing blow to the freedom fighters and their 

rising was now almost suppressed. A small band of men which was perhaps very 

furious, attacked on the irregular under Major Voyle at Shookee village twice 

during the night but were repulsed both the times. After this no incident occured — 

in the district. The British forces very crtelly burnt the villages and inflicted _ 

severe punishment on their captives. a | 

| 

The biggest reason for the defeat of the freedom fighters was the lack of 

organisation and equipment, which is also the biggest cause for the defeat of the 

freedom lovers throughout India. Moreover the chiefs whole heartedly 

cooperated with the Government. When the Lungreals were asked to join Major 

Voyle against their brethern; “this duty they willingly performed rendering good 

services during the whole of the insurrection.’ Same was the case with the 

chiefs of Multan District. Moreover the neutrality of the Nawab of Bahawalpore 

disheartened the freedom fighters and they felt that they had no hand on their 

back to support them in the long days of war against the Europeans, who had far 

more superior resources. 
Ludhiana is the district which played prominent role in helping the 

Government as well as the sepoys. The Jagirdars, petty chiefs, and the men of 

influence helped the Government with all their might. On the very first call of the 

Deputy Commissioner, the Jagirdars provided 80 horse men.*’ Mith Singh a Sikh 

chief came to Ludhiana without any call and offered 50 horse men for assistance. 

8 [bid., p. 213. 
84 [bid., p. 217. 

John Lawrence writes in one of his reports, “I am not aware of any orders which I have given 

for burning any villages. I believe I have given none whatsoever on the subject. | hear that 

Mr.— before he retreated from Koti Kamalia caused all his prisoners to be shot. I beg that he 

may not be employed again in any military expedition. This is not the way put down the 

insurrection. “Bosworth Smith, Vol. II. p. 141 quoted by Muinul Haq. op. cit.,p. 222. 

M. R. Reports. Pt. II. Vol. VIII. Report of Hamilton. op. cit., para 47. 

MLR. Reports. Pt.l. Vol. VIII. Report of G.H. Ricketts Esq. Deputy Commissioner Ludhiana. 

Dated 22 Feb. 1858. para 5. 
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He also volunteered a considerable sum of money and ammunition in the dark 
‘days of 1857. Sardar Basant Singh of Khurree estate, the Bhudour chiefs, Rai 
Imam Bakhsh of Rai Kote, and Luton Chaudhries provided the Government men, 
money and ammunition according to their status 

On the other hand the population of the proper city of Ludhiana helped 
the sepoys as warmly as the chiefs to the Government. ‘Kabuli Shahzadas’, who 
were the descendants of Shah Zaman and Shah Shuja enjoyed a great influence 
with the people. Their families were getting about 75000 rupees from. the 
Government as a pension.** So their rising against the foreigners is astonishine 
as the pensions, jagirs, and the headship of small states was a popular political 
bribe of the day; and the recipients of these priviliges generally remained loyal 
with the Government. Anyhow one of these Shahzadas. Safdar Jang, who was the 
leader of the majority of his family and was Very influential in the area around 
joined the sepoys under the influence of a maulvi, was also “in secret alliance 
with Akhund of Swat whom he provided the arms."*” The Shahzada with a small 
band of men marched towards Delhi, but unfortunately died in the way due to 
fatigue and sunstroke. All other Shahzadas also with the exception of Sikandar 
Khan, Hassan Khan and Saleh Muhammad who were the men of no important 
note and saved the children of American missionary school. helped the sepoys 
and played leading role in the outrages committed in the city, 

The Maulvi also took the leadership of “his disciples, hoisted green ensign of his faith, and led them to Delhi.“ 
The people of the city showed a great warmth for the uprising and about 200 of them entered in the fort on the call of the sepoys to help them to mount the guns.”' The Gujurs, Syeds, Kashmiries, small land-holders and the butchers flocked towards the cantonment to take part in the plunder and disorder prevailed in the city for 36 hour. Cooper only dared to hang the unarmed Kashmiries and the men of other castes, when the sepoys and the civil freedom fighters had left for Delhi.” 
The Muslim village population of Ludhiana, who possessed land | alongwith the bank of Sutlej river responded to the call of the Maulvi. Some of | them joined him and went to Delhi to fight against the English. The rest who | remained in the villages and could not go towards Delhi due to one reason or the other also hated the English. When Rickett’s asked them about the round-abouts of the sepoys; they provided him wrong information and tried their level best to mislead him.”’ One cannot help to praise the innocent help of the Muslim farmers to the cause of freedom fighters. 

88 [bid., para 19. 
8 Ibid., para 25. 
°° Ibid. 
| The guns were 24 pounder with 10 inches howitzer, and it needed 250 men to bring them out of the fort. 

Details above. P 
M. R. Reports. Pt. I. Vol. VIII. G. C. Ricketts. op. cit., para. 49. 
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The Sikhs who fought against the English in the Sikh Wars, and were 

more akin to the Purbiahs than the Punjabis took no part at all in the rising. The 

lust of power and urge to govern cannot be accepted to have died in the short 

period of ten years. But instead of fighting for their lost honour, they “came | 

forward anxiously for service, and infused no doubt a portion of their spirit into 

the Jat population, from which class our Sikh troops are recruited.””* 

In Ferozepur the leadership of all the classes who disliked to be the 

slaves of a foreign power was not in the hands of any jagirdar or any other 

influential person but a Muslim fakir led them in the battlefield. He collected a 

large number of followers and declared a crusade against the ‘Feringhees’. When 

Major Mardson, the Deputy Commissioner, came to know about all the affairs he 

wasted no time in attacking the place where the fakir and his followers had 

gathered. The fakir was overpowered and executed with the number of his 

followers.”° 
It is note worthy that in the Punjab the saintly men played a major role in 

the struggle for freedom. At Peshawar a fakir was executed for spying and 

carrying seditious letters, same was the case in Multan, Swat and Lahore. In most 

of the reports, the incharge of the district and other officers write in the first 

paragraphs that they by one way or the other got rid of fakirs who were suspected | 

for carrying on letters from one place to the others and preaching sedition.” 

As far the attitude of the chiefs of the native states was concerned they 

remained loyal to the Government. All the states with the exception of | 

Bahawalpore were situated in the Cis-Sutle} and Trans-Sutlej states division and | 

all of them tried their utmost with men, money and ammunition to support the 

Government; with the exception of Kulu. It is a small principality near Kangra 

which was ruled by a Rajput clan in the 18th century. Somewhere between 1810 

and 1820, its chief died. The throne was contested by the son and Kishan Singh 

the brother of the deceased Raja. In the fight which followed Kishan Singh was | 

defeated and imprisoned. While he was in jail his wife gave birth to a son who 

was named Partab Singh.” | 

Kishan Singh died in the jail and when Partab Singh grew young he 

proved himself a brave and courageous man. In 1846 he disappeared in an Anglo. 

Sikh war and was supposed to have died. Ten years later a fakir appeared in the 

village Trimali and claimed to be Partab Singh. His wife recognized him but after 

some hesitation.”® His old fame enabled him to win the support of a large number 

of men, and he became their leader. The rising of 1857 gave him a good chance 

to win the headship of the state which was vacant now, and to achieve this end he 

“sent letters and emissaries to the people of neighbouring villages with a message 

M. R. Reports. Pt. I. Vol. VIII. G. H. Ricketts. op. cif., para. 49, 

M. R. Reports. Pt. I. Vol. VIII. Robert Montgomery. 

See the Reports of Robert Montgomery, Edwards and Handerson. | 

When Kishan Singh was told this happy news, he “repudiated the unexpected honour, saying it 

was no child of his.” Cave-Browne Vol. I. p. 306. 

Muinul Haq. op. cit., p. 272. 
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that he should be accepted as their leader and the authority of the British 
Government be thrown off.” But his letters fell in the hands of spies and 
consequently he was attacked, captured and hanged alongwith his five chief 
supporters. This was the only contribution of the ‘royal blood’ of the Punjab 
semi-independent states to the cause of freedom fighters. But in this case also the 
bias historians have tried to prove that the motive was not the love for freedom 
but the headship of the state. 

On the eve of the uprising Captain Ferington sent a messave to the Raja 
of Kapurthala who had come back from Hardawar, requesting for help. He 
responded to the call and reached Jullundur with his force, his viziers and brother 
Kanwar Bikarma Singh to assist the English. When some men of his force at 
Phillaur were asked by the sepoys to help them; they were fully disappointed by 
their negative answer.'"” It was due to his and his men’s attitude that the planned 
rising at Phillaur could not be materialised. 

On 7 June the sepoys rose in Jullundur but they neither harmed to 
anything nor released the convicts from the jail, as their brethern did at the most 
of the places. This was “attributed to the presence of the Allowalia Raja and his 
troops, who supplied all the principal guards in the civil lines.”"! 

The troops of Raja took an active part in supressing the sepoys who had 
created disturbance at Sialkot and also protected the city of Hoshiarpur from their 
possible onslaught. Besides this help the Raja supplied 8 guns, 2156 horse and 
2846 foot to support the English.'° The help rendered by the Raja thus took 
away the courage from the people to rise. The civilians and the sepoys needed a 
great strength to fight against the combined forces of the Raja and the English 
which they very much lacked. 

The Raja of Jhind outdistinced in his loyalty to the English than the other 
native chiefs. He was at Sungarwar when he received the news of the rising. He 
at once proceeded towards Ghabdah to receive the instructions from Ludhiana 
having ordered his General Khan Singh to organise the troops. He did this 
without any call or request for help from the English.'” His messenger whom he 
had despatched to Ludhiana brought the instruction to protect the Grand Trunk 
road, which he successfully did in the five months of war. His troops also served 
as a vanguard for the British forces till Panipat. His men under the command of 
Captain McAndrew were responsible for providing the provisions and 
transporting it to Delhi. His troops also advanced towards Meerut and thus re- 
established communication with that station.'™ 

The other small rajas also joined the English against their brethren. 

*° ‘Ibid. 
Details above. . 
M. R. Reports. Pt. II. Vol. VIII. Report of Major Edward John Lake, Commissioner and 
Superintendent Trans-Sutlej states. No. 6. Dated Jullundur 5 Feb. 1858. 
Cave-Browne, op. cit., p. 124. 

'93° Ibid., p. 190. 
M. R. Reports. Pt. I. Vol. VIII. Robert Montgomery, op. cit., para 18. 
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Vazeer Ghoshan the regent of Mandi State, supplied 125 matchlockmen to the 

Hoshiarpur authorities and 50 men to the Jullundur authorities. He also 

contributed one lakh and twenty five thousand rupees to the Government as a 

loan and was responsible for the quiet in the hill tracks of his area.'°* 

The Raja of Nabha supplied 2 guns, 600 horse and 600 foot to the 
Government to suppress the uprising.'”° 

Raja Ram Singh of Seeba and Raja Jodheer Chand of Nadoeen 

personally went to see John Lawrence and offered their humble services'”” and 

supplied men according to their own status, the strength of which has not been 

recorded anywhere. 

(Abdul Ghani Sameen: The Role of the Punjab in the Revolt of 1857. M. A. 

Thesis, Journalism Deptt., University of the Punjab, Lahore) 

® & & * 

'05M. R. Reports. Edwards John Lake. op. cit.,Para 61. 
'6 Cave-Browne, op. cit., p. 124. 
'07 M. R. Reports. Pt. 1. Vol. VIII. John Lawrence. op. cit., Para. 64. | 
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